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About Us
CPaT is the market leader in distance learning for the aviation industry. Bringing more than 25 years of experience to the
industry, CPaT delivers software-as-a-service applications to more than 300 global aviation customers, serving 70,000+
individual users, and providing over one million hours of training each year.
CPaT has a robust portfolio of courses aligned with our four, core pillars – Access, Instruct, Invent, and Assist.

Access Learning Management Suite

CPaT’s first core pillar is our Access Learning Portal, which includes the CPaT Learning Management System (LMS), Mobile
Application, Universal API and CPaT I-Check Student Verification. CPaT Access provides companies with all the tools
required for their students to train anywhere, anytime, across all devices.
CPaT’s Access LMS offers a simple and easy to use learning interface for both instructors and students. Through
Universal API, it’s easy to integrate CPaT’s LMS with any third-party system with an API or ability to consume a CPaT API.

Students

Administrators

Dynamic exam system

GDPR Compliance

Qualifications tracking and management

LMS branded to your company

Digital grade sheets

Intuitive navigation and course assigning

Student records and completion tracking

Self-upload content

Offline/online training convenience through CPaT’s

Robust administrator controls

Mobile App (Apple, Android, and Windows devices)

Administrator notifications and e-mailed reports

Microsoft Azure network ensures access even in the
most remote locations

Have confidence in all our students training by
leveraging CPaT I-Check, our biometric student
verification system. CPaT I-Check analyzes keystrokes
and behavior to ensure the identity of students
completing training and delivers exception-based
data for suspicious activity only, saving administrators
time and money.

Student to instructor

CPaT Instruct Knowledge Materials

CPaT’s Instruct Knowledge Materials is the industry’s most comprehensive catalog of courses, interactive diagrams, and
aircraft procedures trainers. Within this pillar of CPaT, our customers have access to more courses spanning the most fleet
types in the industry.
100+ Aircraft Systems Courses

40+ Aviation Specialty Courses

(Initial, Recurrent, Differences and Transitions Training)

(General Subjects)

Airbus: A220 | A320 | A320 Neo | A330 | A340 | A350

CPaT provides an extensive library of general subject and

ATR: 72/42-500 | 72/42-600

aviation specialty courses from A to Z. Ranging from

Boeing: 737 Classic | 737 MAX | 737 NG | 737-200 |
747-400 | 747-8 | 757 | 767 | 777 | 787
Bombardier: CRJ 700/900 | DHC-8 100/300 |
DHC-8/Q400
Embraer: EMB 175/170 | EMB 190 | EMB 195 |
ERJ 145
Fokker: F100
McDonnell Douglas: MD-80

ADS-B, ALAR, Concepts of Aircraft Performance, to Crew
Resource Management, GPS, Hazmat, to Volcanic Ash,
Weapons and Weather Radar, CPaT has you covered.
For our full list of courses, visit CPaT.com or
contact a CPaT Sales Representative.
Aircraft Procedures Suite
CPaT’s Aircraft Procedures Suite offers 2D and 3D
training for FMS Skills Keypad training, Cockpit
Procedures and Walk Around training.

Interactive Diagrams
CPaT’s Interactive Diagrams offer an innovative and
exciting approach to teach and study aircraft systems.
This type of instruction aids in scenario-based
discussions for the classroom. Manipulate systems

3D Cockpit Procedures Trainer
3D Cockpit Environment
Pre-loaded OEM Procedures
Adaptable to Virtual Reality (coming soon)

cockpit controls, observe normal and abnormal
reactions of the aircraft systems and more with our
Interactive Diagrams.

FMS Skills Trainer
Configurable to enable training on many FMS
functions, including: FMS initialization, Flight Plan
Data, Operational Exercises and SOPs, Departure and
Arrival Procedures, etc.

3D Walk-Around Trainer
3D Walk Around Training Environment
Train Pre-flight Checklist and Flows
Pre-loaded OEM Procedures
Adaptable to Virtual Reality (coming soon)
CPaT Instruct provides everything a student needs to train
effectively and gain expertise.
Through CPaT Invent, trainers are empowered to elevate their
training tailored to their airline’s SOPs, regulatory
requirements, and more.

CPaT Invent Content Design Software

The next core pillar is CPaT’s innovative Invent Content Design software. CPaT Invent was developed in response to an
identified gap in the aviation training, distance learning industry. We recognize that one size doesn’t fit all for individual
providers when it comes to highly specialized curriculum. With Invent, it is our goal to empower aviation training
departments to modify CPaT’s courseware or their own training, tailored to their fleet types, SOPs, regulatory
requirements, and more.

Key Features
Create, modify, or maintain CPaT courseware or your courseware
Improve safety by enabling specialized training
Reinforce important training concepts by allowing the user to upload reference material, images,
videos, and illustrations
Elevate training with CPaT’s library of aviation training imagery and assets
Provide a wide variety of instruction, with 3D and Virtual Reality capabilities
Machine Translation and Audio Narration capabilities

This first of a kind software is a game changer in the aviation training, distance learning industry. CPaT Invent is dynamic,
expandable, and grows with the needs of aviation.

Assist Customer Services

CPaT’s Assist Customer Services pillar provides clients with support for a successful distance learning program, including
support for students, administrators, and course developers. Our customer service is the best in the industry, offering
24/7 responsive support in addition to content support and courseware development as part of our full customer
services offering.

Current Students and
Administrators

New
Customers

Call Direct:

Contact Us:

+1 - 832 - 585 - 8601

www.cpat.com/contact-us

support@cpat.com

info@cpat.com

Monday - Friday (7:00am to 5:00pm)
UTC-6 (0800-1700)

24/7

+1-832-585-8601
info@cpat.com

CPaT Global, LLC
24624 Interstate 45 N,
Ste. 270
Spring, TX 77386, US

